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Learning through engagement
• Previous work in CSR field has focused upon processes of Previous work in CSR field has focused upon processes of 

engagement and between companies and NGOs.

• Dialogue can break down barriers and improve • Dialogue can break down barriers and improve 
understanding and trust.

• Highlights that often there is a presumption that people know • Highlights that often there is a presumption that people know 
about others’ perspectives, rationales and positions which 
doesn’t always play out in reality.doesn t always play out in reality.



Analysing Employer Sponsored 
Volunteering
• An emerging part of research work into company CSR An emerging part of research work into company CSR 

strategies, initiated from engagement with businesses.

• As with much of the CSR field  the primary emphasis has • As with much of the CSR field, the primary emphasis has 
been upon building a business case for why companies should 
undertake volunteering and the measuring of impact based undertake volunteering and the measuring of impact based 
upon a monetary valuation. 

• Little examination though from the perspective of the other Little examination though from the perspective of the other 
sides of the volunteering process, i.e. the actual employees 
doing the volunteering and the community groups who are g g y g p
the subject of many of these activities.



ESV from the employees perspective
 Survey data for 3 companies  detailed staff interviews  Survey data for 3 companies, detailed staff interviews 

and focus groups with 2 companies.
 Personal drivers the primary motivations for employees  Personal drivers the primary motivations for employees. 

Less driven by organisational reward or desire to build 
corporate reputation.p p

 Business benefits seen as legitimate as long as 
volunteering represented a genuine commitment to the g p g
local community

 Barriers evident in some locations linked to colleagues g
perceptions and line managers attitudes.



Taking ESV research further
• Key outcome emerged from dissemination event from ESV studyKey outcome emerged from dissemination event from ESV study.

• Although employee volunteering is on the increase the scope for 
channels of engagement between companies and third sector g g p
organisations is currently fairly limited.

• As a consequence there has often been a mismatch between the q
types of activities that companies want to do and the types of 
support groups actually need. 

• Similarly there is not always an awareness of the actual skills that 
companies seek to enhance through employee volunteering and 
h  thi d t    t  i t  thhow third sector groups can tap into these.

• Much of this stemming from a lack of engagement.



The Employee Volunteering Network
• Set up to bring together public  private and third sector Set up to bring together public, private and third sector 

organisations (primarily across Yorkshire and Humberside) to 
discuss key challenges within employee volunteering.scuss ey c a e ges w t  e p oyee vo u tee g.

• Aim is to increase engagement between groups and 
subsequently to help business and third sector organisations subsequently to help business and third sector organisations 
to better understand how to get the most from engagement 
in volunteering .g

• Have hosted three workshops and now have over 200 groups 
registered with the network.g



Emerging Themes
 Disparity between what businesses like to do and what third sector actually p y y

need – big projects versus sustained support.
 Employees don’t necessarily like to use their work skills when they volunteer, 

but these are the skills often in demand.but these are the skills often in demand.
 Imbalance in relationships where community groups don’t feel they can make 

claims on company activity.
C i  f   f h  bl  d  i d i  h i    Companies often unaware of the problems and costs associated in hosting an 
action day.

 Real need for some form of effective brokerage to encourage and enable 
effective engagement.

 Volunteering is being increasingly emphasised but  the infra-structural support 
to co-ordinate and facilitate the process is diminishing.  p g

 Is ‘volunteering’ the right language for a more professionalised process of 
community engagement strategy?


